Local anesthetics are chemical substances which depress reversibly, temporarily and specifically the sensibility and transmission of nervous impulses of pain. To reach the nervous fiber, the local anesthetic must propagate from the administration point to the area where it will exercise the specific effect. After the deposit, a part of it will bind to nonspecific tissue (conjunctive tissue, fat, muscular fibers), another part is absorbed into the blood and just a small fraction is transported to the nervous tissue. Once it has entered circulation, the local anesthetic binds partially (5 to 95%) to plasma proteins, in particular to acid alpha 1–glycoprotein (and less to albumin) and a part circulates freely. Because alpha 1–glycoprotein transports other drugs: betablockers (propanolol), blockers of calcium ions (verapamil), antiarrhythmics (quinidine), the fraction unbound by local anesthetic in cardiovascular patients will increase in circulation and it can determine serious general accidents of overdose, interpreted as accidents of intolerance, allergic.
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Local anesthetics when used in pain management differ from the majority of other medications used in medicine and dentistry in an important manner. Virtually all other drugs, relative to administration rate, must first enter the circulatory system in sufficient concentration (or therapeutic blood level) to begin activity [1]. Local anesthetics cease therapeutic effect when absorbed in circulation, in the injection site. One of the first factors involved in termination of anesthetic activity is the absorption in cardiovascular system. The presence of local anesthetic in the circulatory system means transportation to each cell of the body. Local anesthetics have the potential to influence the functioning of these cells [2]. The variation of the individual response to anesthetic is quite common and is split between “alarm” and normal. The majority of patients respond predictably; some however, without including the mentioned factors, will have specific reactions of different duration to anesthetic response, which is considered normal. All local injectable anesthetics have varied vasodilator effect, from maximum (procaine) to minimum (prilocaine, mepivacaine) [3]. After injection of anesthetic, arterioles and especially capillaries expand, leading to increase of local blood flow, with the following reactions: increase absorption rate of local anesthetic in cardiovascular system (redistribution); increase of local anesthetic concentration in plasma with increased risk of toxicity (overdose); decrease of duration and quality of anesthesia caused by rapid diffusion of anesthetic; increased local bleeding as a result of increased blood flow [4]. In contrast to other drugs which operate after their entrance in circulation, local anesthetics become ineffective as they are absorbed in the blood flow.

The absorption rate of local anesthetics depends on the dose and the pharmacological profile of the administered drug, the volume of the solution and the presence of vasoconstrictive agent. Therefore, the more quantity of local anesthetic is injected, the higher the blood concentration [5]. For equal quantities of local anesthetic, the more concentrated solutions achieve superior plasma levels, therefore presenting increased toxic risk. After absorption anesthetics are metabolised and subsequently released through the kidneys. The metabolism is performed depending on the chemical structure and the differences in biotransformation of local anesthetics are sometimes clinically relevant [6].

The compounds with ester structure (procaine and articaine) are hydrolysed rapidly by cholinesterase or pseudo-cholinesterase, but also by hepatic esters. This determines short duration of systemic effects and relatively low toxicity. On individuals with genetic defects in activity of pseudo-cholinesterase the usual doses of ester anesthetic produce toxic reactions. The compounds with amide structure (lidocaine, mepivacaine, prilocaine) are metabolised slowly in the liver [7]. The hepatic blood flow influences the rate of metabolism, which explains the toxic risk of amide local anesthetic on hepatic patients. The lipid solubility is the first determiner of anesthetic potential and is expressed through coefficient ratio lipids/water. The protein binding influences the activity rate. The pKa of local anesthetics determines the activity form [8].

The addition of vasoconstrictives, like epinephrine, phenylephrine can prolong the activity duration of local anesthetic, may decrease their absorption (and the level of plasma proteins) and thereby involve the block [9] (table 1).

Lidocaine is the most widely used local anesthetic utilized for the inherent potential, the fast installation effect, tissue diffusion and efficiency. The absorption of lidocaine after subcutaneous infiltration is relatively low. The activity
duration of subcutaneous administration is 1–3 h. The adding of epinephrine 1:200,000 or 1:100,000 of lidocaine slows vascular absorption and prolongs its effects [10].

Bupivacaine is a lasting local anesthetic of amide type, recommended for peripheral infiltrations, nervous block, spinal and epidural anesthesia. The activity is rapid (1-5 minutes) if utilized for spinal anesthesia, but slower for peripheral nerves block effect. [11] The activity duration is significantly longer than the activity of other local anesthetics. The usual concentration area is 0.125%-0.75%. The major disadvantage of bupivacaine is severe cardiotoxicity which can appear at large plasma levels [12].

Ropivacaine is an amid of lasting local anesthetic type. It is structured and has a pharmacokinetics similar to bupivacaine, although it has better exposure than bupivacaine to cardiotoxicity. The activity duration is between 2.5-5.9 h for epidural block, 8-13 h for peripheral nerves block [13]. It is less soluble in lipids and it is eliminated through the liver faster than bupivacaine. Some studies show lower motor block. Because of this safety profile and a better sensory-motor differentiation ropivacaine is an anesthetic of choice in practice [14].

Levobupivacaine is an amido-amide with local anesthetic effect. Levobupivacaine is the enantiomer S(-) of bupivacaine [15]. Levobupivacaine produces sensory-motor block similar to bupivacaine. The activity is fast spreading for sensory block, intense motor block for lumbar epidural anesthesia, comparable in effect to bupivacaine. Levobupivacaine exposes less to cardiotoxicity than bupivacaine [16].

Mepivacaine is a local anesthetic of amide type with intermediary duration of activity. Mepivacaine is used in infiltrations and transtracheal anesthesia, peripheral anesthesia of sympatic, regional (Bier block) [17] and epidural nervous block. Compared to lidocaine, mepivacaine produces reduced vasodilation and has a faster installation activity and a longer activity duration. In practice, it is the first local intermediary-anesthetic of activity for peripheral nerve block [18].

Experimental part

The scope of the study consists in the evaluation of efficiency of proposed anesthetic agents corroborated with the value of the cardiovascular response specific to each patient. Therefore we conducted a study on a representative human sample formed of 228 patients resolved in the Oral and Maxillo-Facial Surgery Clinic Iasi. The anesthetic agents used in our research were:
- UBISTEZIN FORTE 4% - 4% Articaine; with Adrenaline 1/200,000 as vasoconstrictive
- MEPIVASTEZIN 3% - Mepivacaine hydrochloride 30mg, no Adrenaline
- SCANDONEST 3% PLAINE - Mepivacaine hydrochloride 30 mg/ml. Scandonest 3% plain no vasoconstrictives.
- LIDOCAÍNA 2% cu epinephrine 1:100000
- XILINÁ 2% plain

The monitoring of cardiac constants for the objective cardiovascular response of the patient relative to the anesthetic agent used was obtained with the Patient Monitor Drager device.

Results and discussions

The benefits of utilizing a vasoconstrictive associated with local anesthetic must be weighed relative to the risk of presence in the circulatory stream. The epinephrine is absorbed from the point of injection as a local anesthetic. The measurable levels of epinephrine in the blood can have a harmful effect on the heart and vessels.

The release of endogenous epinephrine is more harmful than the exogenous one. Recent studies prove that plasma levels of epinephrine equivalent between those who exercise heavy and those who are administered intraoral anesthetic. The intravascular administration of the vasoconstrictive, the administration to sensitives (hyperactives), the apparition of unanticipated interactions can lead to significant clinic manifestations.

The mixture of epinephrine and norepinephrine must be absolutely avoided. Epinephrine still remains the most effective and utilized vasoconstrictive in oral practice.

Analyzing the processing of statistical data after quantization of anesthesia duration depending on the time needed yielded the following results (fig. 1):
- 3 min (44.25%)
- 2 min (24.42%)
- 1 min (17.14%)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF MAIN LOCAL ANESTHETICS IN USE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Depending on the installation duration of anesthesia of 1 minute the most used were: anesthesia type = Intracartilagenous anesthesia, anesthetic substance – articaine 4% - epinephrine 1:200000 and the apicectomy treatment (fig. 2)
Analyzing the process of statistical data after anesthetic type depending on the anesthetic duration of 2 min the following results were obtained: articaine 4% - epinephrine 1:200000 were effected most frequently (61.78%), mepivacaine 3% (38.22%).

The frequency of substances used when anesthesia is installed in 2 min has showed us the following results (table 2).

Analyzing the process of statistical data after anesthetic depending on anesthesia duration of 2 min yielded the following results: articaine 4% - epinephrine 1:200000 were administered most frequently (61.78%), mepivacaine 3% (38.22%) (fig. 3).

The frequency of anesthetic substances when installation duration of anesthetic is 3 min (table 3, fig. 4) Depending on the anesthetic installation duration of 3 min the most utilized were: anesthetic type – intraosseous anesthetic, anesthetic substance – articaine 4% - epinephrine 1:200000 and treatment – apicectomy. Depending on anesthetic installation duration of 3 min the most utilized were: anesthetic type – ATP on Spix spine, anesthetic substance – mepivacaine 3% and treatment – apicectomy.

The anesthetic agents utilized in research were: ubistezin forte 4 - 4% articaine with adrenaline 1/200000 as vasoconstrictive, mepivastezin 3% - mepivacaine hydrochloride 30 mg/mL, scandonest 3% plain does not contain vasoconstrictives, lidocaine 2% with epinephrine 1:100000 and xiline 2% plain. We notice the predominance of anesthetics without vasoconstrictive, the reason being to reduce at a minimum the cardiotoxicity risks especially associated with the intervention on the apparently healthy patient.

The analysis of data on variable anesthetic agent vs medical emergency installation (altered cardiovascular response) has revealed the following preliminary data:
- ubistezin forte 4% ....................................................... 33%
- mepivastezin 3% ........................................................ 10%
- scandonest 3% plain ................................................... 11%
- lidocaine 2% with epinephrine 1:100000 ................. 30%
- xiline 2% ............................................................ 15% (fig.5)

The quartile range Q25, average and Q75 is represented by different values of cardiovascular emergency incidence, which demonstrates a significant difference between average values, with a significant maximum for ALR index.

The nonparametric Spearman correlation test, based on the analysis of EMERGENCY values variation, verifies if between the average index values corresponding to the studied groups there are significant statistical differences. The statistic value Chi-square (χ²=21.2, χ²>12.59) corresponding to ANESTHETIC index (df = 6), as well as the value of the level of significance indicates a significant difference for emergency incidence depending of anesthetic indication (p=0.00167) (table 4).

We can therefore conclude that in the course of dental therapy or dental alveolar surgery, the installation of a cardiovascular emergency is influenced by the anesthetic
agent used, the vasoconstrictive presence being a risk factor.

The anesthetic agent utilized, however actual would be far from offering protection against the risks associated with the intervention. If the general health of the patient is eluded and also the mental state at the time of the operation, even a complex method and a complete anesthetic do not succeed to eliminate the risk of a unforeseen cardiovascular accident.

Conclusions

In modern stomatology the adequate control of pain is difficult without the help of vasoconstrictive in anesthetic solution. Only if the general health condition of the patient contraindicates the inclusion of vasoconstrictive or the intervention is brief this vasoconstrictive is discarded. Regardless of the usage it is recommended to avoid accidental intravascular of anesthetic with/without vasoconstrictive through a careful aspiratio and slow administration of minimum dilutions. It is mandatory to determine the severity degree of the general disease to choose if the vasoconstrictive must be excluded or included in the anesthetic solution.
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